
 

Problem-Based Lesson Plan ARTE 301 

 
 

Title of Lesson: Exploring Color with Fauvism 
Teacher: Ms Novak 
School: Prairieview-Ogden South Elementary 

Grade Level[s]: 5th Grade 
Date to be Taught: Lesson 2 

 
Big Idea that drives Lesson/Unit: 
20th Century Art Movements 
 
Key concepts about Big Idea: 

● 20th century artists represented reality in other ways by using non-traditional, vibrant colors. 
● Artists use color as a tool to express different moods, emotions, and make us feel a certain way 

(evokes an emotional response). 
● Artists use the works of others as inspiration for their own works. 

 
Fine Arts Goals Met by the Objectives: 

● VA:Re8.1.5 a. Interpret art through describing and analyzing feelings, subject matter, formal 
characteristics, artmaking approaches, and contextual information.  

● VA:Cr2.1.5 a. Experiment and develop skills in multiple art-making techniques and approaches 
through practice. 

● VA:Cn10.1.5 a. Apply formal and conceptual vocabularies of art and design to view surroundings 
in new ways through art making. 

 
3-4 Essential Questions: 

● How do 20th century artists represent reality in other ways? 
● How do artists use tools and techniques to express different moods, emotions, or make us feel a 

certain way? 
● How do artistic styles of the past inspire future artists? 

 
Vocabulary Acquisition: 

● Non-traditional: Not following or conforming to tradition, doing something different than what 
what we are used to, not traditional. 

● Color mood: Color can represent many different emotions. We often connect bright colors to 
cheerfulness and dull colors to sadness. Blue can bring about depressing feelings while yellow 
might bring out happiness. You can be ‘red’ with rage or ‘green’ with envy. Using colors 
deliberately gives a deeper expression to our artwork and brings out different emotional responses 
in the viewer. 

● Fauvism: An art movement popular in France from 1904 to 1908 that was known for its use of 
vivid color. Fauves is the French word for ‘the wild beasts’. The use of wild color is the focus in 
this artwork and it is used to express feeling. The leader of this movement was artist Henri 
Matisse. 
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Key Artistic Concepts: 

● Landscape art: The depiction of landscapes in art – includes natural scenery such as mountains, 
valleys, trees, rivers, and forests. 

● Color: An element of art that refers to "hue”. 
● Pressure variation: Applying hard pressure gives you dark/intense color. Applying light 

pressure gives you softer/less intense color. 
● Hatching: A drawing technique where lines are drawn in the same direction and are mostly 

parallel to each other to indicate toned areas. 
● Cross Hatching: When crossed by other lines in the opposite direction it is known as 

cross-hatching. 
● Blending: Mixing two or more different colors. 
● Shade: Refers to the darker values of a color. 
● Tint: A color mixed with white to create lighter values. 
● Value: The range of lightness or darkness in a color. 
● Line: An element of art used in drawing, painting and sculpture. A line is the path of a moving 

point. 
 
Artmaking Materials Needed:  

● 8’’ x 10’’ drawing paper or around that size (at least one per student with extras, ~35 sheets total) 
● Pencils (26 total) 
● Erasers (26 total) 
● Oil pastels (26 packs) 
● Clorox wipes 

 
Contemporary/Historical/Multicultural exemplars: 

●  The Roofs of Collioure by Henri Matisse, 1905 

 
● Charing Cross Bridge, London by Andre Derain, 1906 
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Procedures: 

● DISCUSSION DIALOGUE: (5 minutes) 
o Today is all about color and expression. We are going to take a look at some artwork and 

talk about how they make us feel, and then we will create a spontaneous landscape 
drawing using oil pastels.  

o Show Historical exemplars of Matisse and Derain paintings. "React" to the paintings. 
Come up with a list of descriptive words in your head. Would anyone like to share some 
words they came up with to describe these paintings? 

o This artwork is from the very beginning of the 20th century. The style is described as 
Fauvism, which was an art movement popular in France from 1904-1908 that was known 
for its use of vivid color. The artists who painted in this style were called the Fauves, or 
les Fauves. Can anybody here who knows French tell us what it means? It is the French 
word for ‘the wild beasts’. Les Fauves believed that color should be used to express the 
artist’s feelings about a subject, rather than simply to describe what it looks like. The 
leader of this movement was artist Henri Matisse. 

o What do you notice about the style and color used by Matisse and Derain? Why were 
there paintings described as unusual and unnatural? Do we normally see these colors in 
nature? How do the colors make you feel? 

o For our project, I want you to use your imagination to create your own fauvist landscape. 
You have three options of landscape: 1) draw a scene near your house, 2) draw 
somewhere you’d like to live (you can even make up a place!), or 3) draw a place you’d 
like to visit.  

o Remember, you are going to draw like the Fauves. The two main characteristics of 
Fauvism is simple drawings and an explosion of color. Loosen up your drawings and 
have fun with color. Try to use at least 2 techniques I demonstrated.  

● DEMONSTRATIONS DIALOGUE: (5 minutes) 
o *Pass out scrap paper and oil pastels before class* Does everybody have a piece of scrap 

paper on their desk? Does everyone have oil pastels? 
o Everybody pick up a pastel, follow along with me on your piece of scrap paper while I go 

through the techniques we will be using on this project. 
▪ Oil Pastels are easy to use and are good for bright colors, blending, and creating 

texture. 
▪ When choosing your colors, think about what type of mood you want to portray. 

For a peaceful mood, you can use dull & light colors (earth tones, colors of the 
sea, sand, rocks). The colors have a low saturation and are subtle. A playful 
mood is created by using fully saturated bright colors (pure colors, straight off 
the color wheel- like crayon colors). 

▪ Demo back and forth strokes with oil pastels. Move your hand in a continuous 
back and forth motion, without lifting your pastel off of the paper. This is a good 
way to fill in different areas of your drawing with a lot of solid, intense color. 
You can use lighter pressure to get a softer, more subtle color. 

▪ Demo hatching, cross-hatching, adding black to make color darker, adding white 
to make color lighter. 

▪ You can even draw short, jagged lines right next to each other like Matisse and 
Derain do in their paintings. That’s one way you can do it, this is just how I did 
it. What might you do differently? 
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▪ You have 25 minutes today to work. Your drawing should be completed by the 

end of class. 
o Show teacher made exemplar 

● DESIGN/WORK SESSION: (25 minutes) 
o “You only need one pack of oil pastels. Keep your oil pastels on your desk. You will 

need to put them back in the case at the end of class”. 
o Ask two students to pass out watercolor paper to each student. 
o Ask one student to pass out pencils to students who don’t already have one. 
o “Remember, you have 3 options as to what you can draw. Can someone name one 

option? Can someone name another? Can someone name the last option? A place near 
your house, somewhere you’d like to live (you can even make up a place!), or a place 
you’d like to visit”. 

o “Start by drawing a simple sketch of your landscape on your piece of paper using a 
pencil. Your sketch should only be lines, no coloring. Only take about 3 minutes to 
sketch”. 

o “After your sketch, you can start coloring in your landscape with oil pastels. Use big back 
and forth strokes to cover larger areas quickly. 

o Repeat the following as they begin to color: “Remember, you are drawing like the 
Fauves. This means a simple drawing and an explosion of color. Loosen up and have fun 
with color. Painting the grass green and the sky blue would be too ordinary. Be original 
in your color choice! Be as wild as the ‘Wild Beasts’. Today is your day to have fun and 
be free with your choice of colors! Don’t be afraid to explore!” 

o Give time warnings for 15, 10, 5, and 2 minutes left of work time. 
● CLEAN UP: (2 minutes) 

o Students will put their oil pastels back in their case. 
o Students who have finished early with collect pencils, erasers, and oil pastels from the 

desks. 
o Wipe down desks with clorox wipes 

● CLOSURE: (3 minutes)  
o What did you think about today’s project? 
o How does your landscape make you feel? 
o Look at your choice of colors, what kind of mood or emotion does it portray as a whole? 
o What kinds of mark-making did you use? 
o Did you like working with oil pastels? 
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